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Scottsdale Criminal Lawyer

Facing criminal charges can make life seem bleak. Trying to understand the process and how to best handle your case, while also dealing with the stress, anxiety, and uncertainty of what your future holds is overwhelming, to say the least. A trusted Scottsdale criminal lawyer, like The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC, provides dedicated, personalized support and aggressive legal defense to those accused of a crime.
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Any criminal charge can result in serious consequences, even if you are found to be innocent in the end. There is the mental toll itself, stress on family relationships, your employment, and even potential negative health impacts due to stress, on top of facing the charges brought against you. This is a lot for any person to face, but you don’t have to face it alone.

An aggressive criminal attorney, dedicated to defending your rights and working to quickly obtain the best possible results for your case helps to eliminate some of the stress and confusion you are facing. At The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC, our attorney makes every effort to assist you with resuming your normal life as quickly as possible and with as few negative impacts as possible.

Whether you’re dealing with criminal charges related to a DUI, a violent crime, a drug crime, or other felonies, The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC is client-focused and results-driven.

Call The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC at (480) 630-1143 for a Free Consultation!

What To Do If You Are Arrested

Being arrested for a crime can be devastating and confusing in any situation. If you are in an altered state at the time of arrest or innocent of any wrongdoing, being detained by the police can be especially traumatic. It is natural to want to verbally defend yourself to the arresting office by explaining your side of the story immediately. However, following these natural instincts is rarely in your best interests.
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Remember, an arrest does not equal guilt. You are presumed innocent until PROVEN guilty. It is vital to your freedom that you fully understand all of the charges against you and the penalties you are potentially facing, before you say anything to the police related to the incident in question.

When arrested in Arizona, maintaining a level head and keeping your mouth shut is the first line of defense you have against the charges you are facing. Your Miranda rights, such as the right to remain silent and request the assistance of an attorney, are in place to protect you. Understanding these rights will help keep you from making a misstep early in the process.

	Stay calm and be polite. It is understandable that most people respond to the police with aggression, especially if you are an innocent party. However, being disrespectful and aggressive, especially in today’s sensitive climate, can have negative impacts on your defense and could even cost you your life. The best thing you can do is try to stay calm and respectfully decline to answer any questions until you are able to speak to our attorney.
	Invoke your right to remain silent. You have no legal obligation to offer or provide any information or details to the police. Overexplaining and trying to make sure your side of the story is heard can only hurt you at this point. It is vital that you sit and discuss the situation with your attorney prior to talking to the police. Our attorney can help you understand what information helps your case, what information is relevant to the investigation, and help you avoid making incriminating statements or providing inaccurate accounts of what occurred.
	Meet with your attorney. When first arrested and brought to your local police station, your best use of your one phone call is to reach out to a criminal lawyer at The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC. Your attorney will ask you specific questions, provide advice and answers to your questions, and can reach out to your family to make them aware of the situation. While first instincts may be to call your spouse, a parent, or a close friend, these individuals are not qualified to offer the advice you need to properly handle the situation you are facing. If you feel it is more important for you to use your phone call to speak with someone other than an experienced criminal lawyer, advise that person to reach out to one on your behalf.


Being aware of your rights during an arrest and choosing to exercise them during your interaction with the police can help you to avoid unnecessarily harsh consequences. While vitally important, this is only one part of the equation. 

A legal expert dedicated to handling criminal cases like yours can provide experience-based honest answers and wise advice, as well as fierce and dedicated representation. Your Scottsdale, AZ criminal lawyer at The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC is dedicated to providing outstanding and effective legal support.

REQUEST A CONSULTATION 

Skilled Criminal Defense Lawyer

Experienced in developing and implementing effective defense strategies, The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC personalizes their approach based on the unique aspects of your criminal case in order to achieve your desired results. 
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While no attorney can ever guarantee a particular outcome for any client or any case, The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC does guarantee that our attorney will be accessible, prepared, and dedicated to using all the resources at our disposal to prove your innocence or reduce your sentence. 

Our attorney approaches your criminal defense case with legal resourcefulness, sharp negotiation skills, meticulous insight, and fierce representation. When your freedom, relationships, and reputation are on the line, you need a dedicated, experienced legal partner who is motivated to develop effective methods for your defense. Our job is to not only defend you in court, but to also act as your advisor, ensuring you are informed of all potential outcomes and all processes related to your case. Our attorney gives you the tools you need to make smart decisions for your defense and future.

For a competent and compassionate Scottsdale criminal lawyer that will fight the battle with you as your legal representative and dedicated advisor, The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC is here for you!

REQUEST A CONSULTATION 

Frequently Asked Questions











Can my marijuana-related charges be expunged from my record in [criminal_lawyer]? 







In Scottsdale, expunging marijuana-related charges from your record is influenced by factors including the nature of the charges and recent changes in Arizona's marijuana laws. Given the legalization of recreational marijuana, eligibility criteria for expungement have been updated. To navigate this process effectively, consulting an experienced Scottsdale attorney specializing in marijuana expungement is recommended. They will assess your eligibility, guide you through the legal proceedings, and provide tailored advice based on your specific circumstances. While some marijuana charges may now be eligible for expungement or have been reduced to civil violations, the process can be complex, making legal counsel invaluable. 













How long does it typically take to expunge a marijuana charge in [criminal_lawyer]? 







The timeline for expunging a marijuana charge in Scottsdale can vary depending on several factors, including the specific case, court backlog, and the complexity of the process. Typically, the expungement process may take several months, but it could extend longer in some cases. It involves various legal steps, such as filing a petition, court hearings, and document processing, which collectively contribute to the timeline. Consulting with an experienced attorney who specializes in marijuana charge expungement in Scottsdale can provide a more accurate estimate and streamline the process for you. They will guide you through the necessary steps and work to expedite the proceedings as much as possible. 













What are the benefits of expunging marijuana charges from my record? 







In Scottsdale, expungement of marijuana-related charges can bring various benefits, such as improving your criminal record, reducing social stigma, restoring certain rights, providing peace of mind, offering legal advantages, and enhancing privacy. However, the specific advantages may vary depending on your individual circumstances, making it crucial to consult with a qualified attorney to understand the benefits applicable to your case. 













What factors affect the eligibility for marijuana charge expungement in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Eligibility for expunging marijuana charges in Scottsdale can be influenced by several factors, including the type and severity of the charges, the specific circumstances of your case, prior criminal history, and changes in marijuana laws. Typically, eligibility is more likely if you have completed your sentence, probation, or other court requirements related to the charges. Laws regarding marijuana offenses can change, impacting eligibility as well. To determine your eligibility, it's essential to consult with a knowledgeable attorney who can assess your specific situation and advise you on the expungement process in Scottsdale. 













Will expunging my marijuana charges completely remove them from my record in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Expunging marijuana charges in Scottsdale generally means sealing or clearing your criminal record from public view. While this process can significantly limit access to your criminal record, it may not completely erase all traces of the charges. Some law enforcement agencies, government entities, and specific background checks may still have access to sealed records in certain situations. However, for most practical purposes, expungement can greatly improve your chances of moving forward without the burden of a marijuana-related criminal record. It's essential to consult with a qualified attorney to understand how the expungement process works in Scottsdale and what to expect regarding the visibility of your record after expungement. 













How much does it cost to hire an attorney for marijuana charge expungement in [criminal_lawyer]? 







The cost of hiring an attorney for marijuana charge expungement in Scottsdale can vary depending on several factors, including the complexity of your case, the attorney's experience, and their fee structure. Some attorneys charge a flat fee for expungement services, while others may bill on an hourly basis. On average, you can expect to pay anywhere from a few hundred to a few thousand dollars for legal assistance with expunging your marijuana charges. It's advisable to consult with multiple attorneys, discuss your case specifics, and obtain quotes to find an attorney whose fees align with your budget and needs. Additionally, some attorneys offer free initial consultations to assess your eligibility and provide a more accurate cost estimate. 













Can I expunge marijuana charges if I was convicted or just arrested? 







In Scottsdale, the eligibility for expunging or sealing marijuana charges can vary depending on whether you were arrested, charged, or convicted. Generally, individuals who were arrested but not convicted may have a better chance of having their records expunged or sealed. However, eligibility criteria and processes can differ by jurisdiction and the specific circumstances of your case. It's crucial to consult with an experienced attorney who specializes in expungement or record sealing in Scottsdale. They can assess your situation, including the exact nature of the charges and the outcome of your case, and provide guidance on whether you meet the eligibility requirements for expungement. An attorney can also assist you throughout the legal process to help clear your record if you qualify. 













What documents and information do I need to start the expungement process in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Certainly! To begin the expungement process in Scottsdale, you'll typically need important documents and information. This includes case details like the case number, charges, and arrest or conviction date. You'll also want to have records of any legal representation, court documents, your criminal history, personal information like your name and birthdate, completed application forms, supporting documents (like character references or rehabilitation evidence), and payment for filing fees if required. It's crucial to consult with an expungement attorney in Scottsdale to ensure you have everything needed and navigate the process correctly. They'll assist in gathering the necessary materials, filling out forms accurately, and guiding you through the legal steps for the best chance at a successful expungement. 













Will expunging marijuana charges improve my employment prospects in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Yes, expunging marijuana charges from your record in Scottsdale can significantly improve your employment prospects. Having a clean record can make you a more attractive candidate to potential employers. Many employers conduct background checks, and a prior marijuana charge can be a red flag. By expunging these charges, you can increase your chances of securing employment and moving forward with your career. However, it's essential to note that expungement laws can vary, so consulting with an attorney in Scottsdale who specializes in marijuana charge expungements is crucial to understanding your specific situation and the potential impact on your employment prospects. 













Can I expunge multiple marijuana-related charges at once? 







In Scottsdale, the possibility of expunging multiple marijuana-related charges at once depends on several factors, including the nature of the charges, your criminal history, and legal regulations. Typically, if these charges stem from a single incident or case, they may be eligible for expungement together. However, if you have unrelated charges, it may be necessary to submit separate expungement petitions for each. Given the complexity of the process, it's recommended to seek advice from a Scottsdale attorney specializing in marijuana charge expungements. They can assess your situation, ascertain your eligibility, and provide guidance on whether it's feasible to expunge multiple charges simultaneously or if they should be addressed individually, based on the unique details of your case. 













How does Arizona's marijuana legalization impact my past marijuana charges? 







Arizona's marijuana legalization, as of November 2020, has an impact on past marijuana charges. While it allows for the legal possession and use of marijuana for adults, it doesn't automatically expunge or overturn prior convictions or charges related to marijuana. If you have previous marijuana-related convictions or charges on your record, they generally remain unless you take legal action to have them expunged or sealed. It's advisable to consult with an attorney experienced in Arizona's updated marijuana laws to understand how they specifically apply to your past charges and to explore the possibility of expungement or other legal remedies based on the changed legal landscape. 













Are there any recent changes in Arizona laws that affect expungement eligibility? 







Yes, there is a recent change in Arizona law that affects marijuana expungement eligibility. As I mentioned in my previous response, Arizona enacted a new law in July 2021 that allows people who were arrested, charged, or convicted of certain marijuana-related offenses to petition the court to expunge their records. This law applies to offenses that are no longer illegal under the Smart and Safe Arizona Act, which legalized recreational marijuana use for adults 21 and older in November 2020. The law will take effect on July 12, 2023, and the petitions can be filed starting on January 19, 2023. 













Can I expunge charges related to marijuana possession, cultivation, or distribution in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Yes, you may be able to expunge charges related to marijuana possession, cultivation, or distribution in Scottsdale, depending on certain criteria. Arizona passed Proposition 207 in November 2020, legalizing recreational marijuana for adults and allowing for expungement of specific marijuana-related records. To be eligible for expungement under Proposition 207, your offense must have occurred before November 3, 2020. It should involve marijuana activities within legal limits, not be related to driving under the influence, and not have taken place in specific prohibited locations. Offenses involving individuals under 21 are eligible if you were also under 21 at the time. To pursue expungement, you'll need to file a petition with the court that handled your case, provide necessary documentation, and potentially pay a fee. If approved, your record will be expunged or sealed. 













Do I need an attorney to expunge my marijuana charges, or can I do it myself in [criminal_lawyer]? 







In Scottsdale, you have the option to pursue the expungement of your marijuana charges on your own, but it's advisable to consult with an attorney who specializes in expungement cases. The legal process can be complex, and having an experienced attorney can help ensure that you meet all the requirements and navigate any potential challenges effectively. An attorney can assess your eligibility, assist with the preparation and filing of the necessary paperwork, and represent your interests during the process, increasing your chances of a successful expungement. While you can attempt expungement on your own, legal guidance often proves invaluable in achieving the best outcome. 













Are there specific timelines or waiting periods for marijuana charge expungement in [criminal_lawyer]? 







You may be able to expunge marijuana-related charges in Scottsdale, Arizona, under Proposition 207, which legalized recreational marijuana use and allows for the expungement of certain marijuana-related records. To be eligible, your offense must have occurred before November 3, 2020, the passage date of Proposition 207. There is a waiting period to apply for expungement, which began on July 12, 2021. However, the waiting period may vary depending on the specifics of your offense. If your offense involved marijuana possession, cultivation, or transportation within the legal limits, you can typically apply for expungement. It's advisable to consult with an attorney or check the latest guidelines from the Arizona Department of Health Services, as eligibility criteria and waiting periods may change. An attorney can provide personalized guidance and help you navigate the expungement process. 













Will expunging my marijuana charges in [criminal_lawyer] protect my immigration status in the United States? 







Expunging marijuana charges in Scottsdale may not safeguard your immigration status in the United States. Despite the charges being removed from your state criminal record through expungement, marijuana remains illegal at the federal level. Federal immigration authorities may still consider the past charges in certain situations. For precise advice on how these charges might affect your immigration status and how to address such concerns, it is advisable to consult with an immigration attorney who specializes in immigration law and can provide tailored guidance based on your unique circumstances. Consulting an attorney ensures you receive accurate information and make informed decisions regarding your immigration status. 













What potential challenges or obstacles should I be aware of during the expungement process in [criminal_lawyer]? 







The expungement process in Scottsdale can be complex and challenging due to various factors. Eligibility criteria must be met, and any mistakes can lead to delays or denials. Filing fees may be required, potentially creating financial hurdles for some individuals, although fee waivers might be available for those who qualify. The process itself can be lengthy, taking several months for a decision from the court. Opposition from law enforcement or other parties may arise, particularly in cases involving serious criminal offenses. Additionally, federal immigration consequences may not be fully mitigated by expunging state-level marijuana charges. In cases with multiple charges or a complex legal history, the process can become more intricate. Therefore, seeking guidance from an experienced criminal defense or expungement attorney in Scottsdale is highly recommended to navigate these challenges effectively and increase the chances of a successful expungement. 













Can I expunge charges related to both medical and recreational marijuana use in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Yes, you can potentially expunge charges related to both medical and recreational marijuana use in Scottsdale, but it depends on various factors, including the nature and date of the offenses. Arizona's Proposition 207, which legalized recreational marijuana, also allowed for the expungement of certain marijuana-related records. To be eligible, your offenses must meet specific criteria, such as occurring before November 3, 2020 (the passage of Proposition 207), and falling within legal possession, cultivation, or transportation limits set by the law. Expungement eligibility can vary based on the specific circumstances of each case, so it's advisable to consult with an experienced criminal defense or expungement attorney in Scottsdale to determine whether your charges qualify and to navigate the expungement process effectively. 













How can I find an experienced attorney in [criminal_lawyer] to handle my marijuana charge expungement? 







To find an experienced attorney in Scottsdale for marijuana charge expungement, start with an online search, reach out to bar associations, seek referrals from acquaintances, read online reviews, and schedule consultations with potential attorneys. During these consultations, discuss your case, fees, and their approach. Verify their credentials and ask for references. Choose an attorney you trust and feel comfortable with, and ensure that you have a written agreement detailing the terms of representation. This process will help you find a qualified attorney to handle your expungement effectively. 













What steps should I take immediately after being charged with a marijuana-related offense to improve my chances of expungement in [criminal_lawyer]? 







Certainly, here's a summary: To improve your chances of expunging a marijuana-related offense in Scottsdale, it's crucial to consult an experienced attorney specializing in such cases. Gather all relevant documents and comply with court orders while staying informed about changing marijuana laws in Arizona. Avoid further legal issues, maintain good character, and keep records of any required rehabilitation or community service. Discuss your goals and any legal changes with your attorney, and be financially prepared for associated costs. These steps can increase the likelihood of a successful expungement. 












Let’s Talk Now- Free Consultation
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The Scottsdale criminal lawyer at The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC is dedicated to obtaining a less severe outcome for your criminal case. Facing large fines or a hefty prison sentence, whether innocent or guilty of the criminal charges brought against you, is potentially devastating to your happiness, health, and livelihood. The goal of The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC is to develop a solid, evidence-based defense and provide educated advice throughout the process to minimize the disruption that criminal charges have on your life.

Whether you need an aggressive defender or a clever negotiator, The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC is the right legal representative for you. Our sharp defense lawyer is experienced, with the resources needed to provide and deliver on a solid plan of action that is specific to your case, the facts surrounding it, and your desired results.

Call The Law Office of Joshua A. Lopez, LLC today at (480) 630-1143 for your Free Consultation!
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Client Review

I highly recommend him for your legal representation.

Joshua Lopez fought multiple felony cases for my son and saved him from losing out on many, many years of his freedom. I highly recommend him for your legal representation, I talke... read more
- It's Me

Services
	Criminal Lawyer
	Criminal Defense Attorney
	Domestic Violence Attorney
	DUI Attorney
	Drug Defense Attorney
	Assault Lawyer
	Marijuana Expungement
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	Reckless Driving Attorney
	Forgery Attorney
	Hit and Run Attorney
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	Endangerment Lawyer
	Disorderly Conduct
	Criminal Trespass
	Injunction Against Harassment
	Protective Orders
	Unjust Orders of Protection Attorney



Client Review

 I would hire him again.

Josh was amazing and he really took his time to understand me as a person to come up with the best possible approach for my case. He is reasonable and understanding! I would hire h... read more
- Alex Conedy
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